Lesson 8 Answer Key

Problem Set

1. a. 50,000; number line accurately models work.
   b. 40,000; number line accurately models work.
   c. 410,000; number line accurately models work.
2. a. 200,000; number line accurately models work.
   b. 400,000; number line accurately models work.
   c. 1,000,000; number line accurately models work.
3. 1,000,000; number line accurately models work.
4. Possible digits are 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4; number line accurately models work.
5. a. 370,000
   b. 400,000

Exit Ticket

1. a. 40,000; number line accurately models work.
   b. 980,000; number line accurately models work.
2. a. 100,000; number line accurately models work.
   b. 1,000,000; number line accurately models work.
3. 800,000

Homework

1. a. 70,000; number line accurately models work.
   b. 50,000; number line accurately models work.
   c. 110,000; number line accurately models work.
2. a. 900,000; number line accurately models work.
   b. 800,000; number line accurately models work.
   c. 600,000; number line accurately models work.
3. 500,000; number line accurately models work.
4. Possible digits are 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4; number line accurately models work.
5. a. 380,000
   b. 400,000